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 CASHLESS TRANSACTIONS IN INDIA: A 

PATH TO CASHLESS OR LESS-CASH 

ECONOMY 

 

 

Abstract:  India is the fastest-growing digital payments industry, with a 5times increase in contactless payments in only 5 years, 

and is on its way to becoming a significant less-cash economy. India has been at the forefront of innovations in the digital payments 

space over the past decade and witnessed some breakthroughs in the form of Aadhar- a biometric-based national identity, UPI, 

AePS and FASTag. Digital payments have witnessed a steep growth curve in the past few years. 48 billion digital transactions were 

recorded in the calendar year 2020 despite the COVID 19 pandemic and its effect on the economy. This growth had fuelled by new 

players entering the payments ecosystem, innovations in technology, initiatives taken to address customer convenience and forward-

looking regulatory changes. Thus, digital payments are becoming an increasingly more vital part of our life. The frequency of using 

digital payments has significantly increased. With the top trends and technological improvements in the digital payments sector, we 

are surely going to witness a great deal of positive impact on India’s economy. A new trend of Blockchain Technology is expected 

in 2022. This eventually will pave the way to a better future with a lot more developments and innovations that are in pace with the 

businesses as well as the customers. 

Index Terms – Cashless Transactions, Digital Payments 

 

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cashless Economy can be defined as a situation in which the flow of cash within an economy is non-existent and all transactions 

must be through electronic channels such as direct debit, credit cards, debit cards, electronic clearing, and payment systems such as 

Immediate Payment Service (IMPS), National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT) and Real-Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) in India. 

 

The main advantage of a cashless society in India are: 

• A record of all economic transactions through electronic means makes it almost impossible to sustain black economies or 

underground markets that often prove damaging to national economies. An economy that is largely cash-based facilitates a rampant 

underground market that abets criminal activities such as drug trafficking, human trafficking, terrorism, extortion etc. Cashless 

transactions make it difficult to launder money for such nefarious activities. 

 Circulation of Fake Currency notes can be curbed. 

 Increase Tax base: It is difficult to avoid the proper payment of due taxes in a cashless society; such violations are likely 

to be greatly reduced. The increased tax base would result in greater revenue for the state and a greater amount available 

to fund the welfare programs. 

 Digital transactions bring in better transparency, scalability and accountability. 

 Digital transactions are convenient and improve market efficiency. 

 It will eliminate the risks associated with carrying and transporting huge amounts of cash. 

 The cashless economy will reduce the production of paper currency and coins. This will save a lot of production costs in 

turn. 
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Methodology: The relevant data for the study have been collected from secondary sources. 
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As part of promoting cashless transactions and converting India into a less-cash society, various modes of digital payments are 

available. These modes are Banking Cards, AEPS (Aadhar Enabled Payment System), UPI (Unified Payment Interface), Mobile 

Wallets, Banks Pre-paid Cards, Point of Sale, Internet Banking, Mobile Banking, Micro ATMs and so on. 

 

To promote Digital Payments and convert India to a less-cash society, a large number of various policy and implementation 

initiatives are being taken by the Government for its procurement, service offering and disbursements. 

 

  Demonetisation: On November 8, 2016, India went through demonetization by abolishing high-value currency overnight– 

a move that gave an unanticipated fillip to a cashless Indian economy. It nudged the cash-dependent Indians to go digital 

in unprecedented ways. Paytm for example, saw a surge in overall traffic (700% increase), the value of money added to 

Paytm accounts (1000%) touching a record of 5 million transactions a day. 

 

 Unified Payment Interface (UPI): Being one of the largest contributors to cashless transactions, it is a popular 

choice among Indians for its convenience, speed and access. With no fringe accounts, no restrictions on the minimum 

payment, and the advantage of 24*7 real-time basis payments with zero service costs, the rate in increase in UPI 

transactions has been spectacular. It clocked an all-time high of 3.2 billion transactions in July 2021 displaying a 10 11% 

jump in both value and volume month-on-month. In fact, it has become a catalyst for a dramatic rise in several private 

players in India with several private players such as Google Pay, Amazon Pay, Paytm, PhonePe and even WhatsApp Pay. 

 

 Direct Benefit Transfer: Through Direct Benefit Transfers, the end beneficiaries across various segments such as 

agriculture, fisheries etc., can receive direct benefits and subsidies from a plethora of social welfare schemes such as 

MGNREGA, LPG subsidy, and more. This has enabled the government to not just weed out fake beneficiaries and arrest 

pilferages, but also helped the government save INR 1.78 lakh crores. This has been a significant contributor to the 

penetration of digital banking into rural India leveraging the JAM trinity (Jan Dhan Yojana, Aadhaar, Mobile Phone). 

 

 Financial Reforms: Before the introduction of GST, discreet tax systems with varied compliance and timeline requirements 

were functional at regional as well as central levels. The implementation of a nationwide one taxation system, GST, has 

bolstered a paperless, contactless and cashless transaction ecosystem. It brings the entire trading community – transporter, 

recipient, supplier – into one common portal, and empowers them with the e-way bill which has not just eliminated the 

state-specific waybills but also radically enhanced the movement of goods in a seamless manner, turnaround times, 

country-wide logistics, convenience and tax compliance. 

 
 

 Bharat Net: This forms the backbone of an efficient cashless economy dream. Without a robust network infrastructure, 

payments cannot happen seamlessly. Hailed as the world’s largest rural broadband connectivity project, it aims to connect 

2.5 lakh gram panchayats and 6 lakh villages through high-speed broadband services at affordable prices laid through 10 

lakh km of optical fibre expansion. 

 

 RuPay Card: Devoid of acquisition or transaction cost as opposed to VISA or Mastercard, and having international 

acceptance, RuPay has further catalysed digital payments in India. With the introduction of RuPay contactless, a one-card 

for all payment systems, it is set to transform the payment landscape across all use cases. 

 
 

 e-RUPI: e-RUPI is a cashless and contactless instrument for digital payment. It is a QR code or SMS string-based e-

Voucher, which is delivered to the mobile of the beneficiaries. The users of this seamless one-time payment mechanism 

will be able to redeem the voucher without a card, digital payments app, or internet banking access, at the service provider. 

 

 

 

II. DIGITAL PAYMENTS 

 
The digital payments industry in India crossed multiple milestones. With over 1.16 billion wireless telecom subscriptions, the 

world’s second-largest internet population, nearly 1.5 billion cards, and many innovative digital payment modes, India is poised to 

be one of the largest and fastest-growing digital payments markets in the world. 

 

As per RBI data, INR 2,326.02 crore digital payments were recorded in FY19, which increased to INR 3,400.25 crore in FY20. 

By FY21, the volume of digital transactions had increased to INR 4,374.45 crore. Data indicates that the sharpest growth of all has 

been seen by UPI, which accounts for nearly half the volume of digital payments. The numbers also indicate increasing adoption of 

digital payments owing to growth in various sectors such as telecom, healthcare, IT, retail, automobile and agriculture. 

 

 

According to data from the National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI), 456 crore UPI transactions worth about Rs 8.27 

crore were conducted last month. That compares with 422 crore transactions worth about Rs 7.71 lakh crore in October and 230 crore 

transactions worth Rs 4.31 lakh crore last January. In all of 2021, more than 3,800 crore UPI transactions amounting to Rs 73 lakh 

crore were conducted. The volume of transactions on the platform outpaces card payments in the country by nearly eight times. 
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Facts relating to digital payments 

 42% increase in global cashless payment volumes 

 90% of banks’ useful customer data comes from payments 

 86% agreed that traditional payments providers will collaborate with FinTech’s and technology providers as one of their 

main sources of innovation 

 89% agreed that the shift towards e-commerce would continue to increase 

 42% felt strongly that there would be an acceleration of cross-border, cross-currency instant and B2B payments. 

 

III. CASHLESS TRANSACTION AND COVID 19 PANDEMIC 

 
The Covid-19 pandemic caused a drastic decline in cash usage due to the risk of contamination. The unprecedented surge in the 

demand for contactless payment has led to outstanding performances for major companies offering cashless methods, such as PayPal. 

When the pandemic hit, people started paying attention to how they were spending money and people found that they didn’t want to 

touch cash and exchange cash. 

 

The advent of QR codes: QR codes, even though used currently, its usage will be further accelerated due to their easiness. It 

makes virtual payments much faster. 

It was during this pandemic period that various merchants adopted the reward point scheme. Charity activities via digital methods 

got accelerated during this period. People began transferring charity funds and financial assistance through UPI and net banking. 

 

IV. SUSTAINED INNOVATIONS IN DIGITAL PAYMENTS 

 
Some of the initiatives that will gain prominence and aid in continued innovation are: 

 

 Cross-border remittances: The RBI is planning to set up an innovation hub to explore technologies and initiatives that can 

be used to recast and simplify the cross-border payments space, as well as make such payments more accessible and 

affordable. 

 

 Pan-India umbrella entities: The RBI has developed a framework defining the eligibility and governance criteria, along 

with a scope of activities for new entities. This was done to encourage healthy competition and strengthen the retail 

payments landscape. A consortium of banks, payments networks, service providers and financial investors is expected to 

participate in this race to expand the market by providing innovative payments infrastructure, products and services. 

 
 

 Payment Infrastructure Development Fund (PIDF): The PIDF will be used to strengthen the digital payments acceptance 

infrastructure focusing especially on tier 3–6 cities and north-eastern states. The fund has been set up with an initial 

investment of INR 345 crore and will encourage innovations in the acceptance space in rural India where awareness, costs, 

connectivity and other factors pose a challenge for the development of digital payments. 

 

 Blockchain Technology: Blockchain is an open-source platform that enables the real- time movement of online services 

among market players. It is expected that blockchain will considerably boost transparency among market participants, 

therefore levelling the competition. With lots of benefits, it surely is a trendsetter in the digital payment sector in the 

upcoming year. 

 
 

With all these developments in the picture, it would only be a matter of years until India adopts contactless payments on a broad 

scale and becomes a genuinely cashless economy. 

 

 

V. DIGITAL PAYMENT FRAUDS  

 
Despite the growth of digital transactions and new users making cashless payments, there has been a lack of awareness and very 

little digital literacy in the country. This is resulting in issues like KYC updating frauds. The RBI cautioned the public from sharing 

account login details, personal information, copies of KYC documents, card information, PIN, password, OTP, etc. with unidentified 

persons or agencies. It also said that such information should not be shared through unverified or unauthorised websites. 

 

Digital payments platforms as well as the Reserve Bank of India are using their social media channels to make people aware of 

financial attacks that are termed as mishing, phishing, and smishing in the lexicon of cybersecurity. Law enforcement agencies in the 

country are also issuing advisories to prevent digital payment fraud in the country. But the increase in such cases and especially how 

bad actors are converting the money they stole into Amazon gift cards and online vouchers are making it difficult for authorities and 

state police officers to limit their extent. The sudden surge in digital payments has, however, also amplified the risk of cyber theft. 

Too much online involvement has increased the probability of different kinds of cyber-attack. 
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VI. CHALLENGES 

 
While the growth has been rapid, the industry is still nascent. Several structural and technological challenges such as cyber-frauds, 

transaction costs, communication infrastructure, awareness and adoption need to be overcome to bring about the true realization of 

the potential of digital payments. Some of the major challenges being faced are the following: 

 Unbanked Population 

 Cybersecurity 

 Unwilling Consumers 

 Cyber Fraud 

 Substandard Internet Quality 

 

 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 
The digital payments ecosystem in India has witnessed various developments in the past, ranging from launching innovative 

payments solutions and developing dedicated platforms for processing to forming regulations for higher adoption. Everyone from 

vegetable vendors to chaiwallah is adopting the digital payment system to move away from the cash crunch. 

New technologies, players and consumer expectations are changing the payments marketplace more than ever. The opportunity 

of the new digital payment ecosystem comes with risks. From cyber security and privacy to the impact of legacy technology and new 

competitors, it is far from clear sailing for organizations wanting to be a player in the future payments’ marketplace. The emphasis 

is on the different methods of digital payments by considering the challenges and providing solutions according to the existing 

scenario.  
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